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DESIGN TIPS & TECHNIQUES 

 
I am often asked “What is the best countertop for a 
kitchen? “ Following is an overview of many of the 
materials available. 
Cost 
Quartz is the most expensive, followed by granite, 
solid plastic materials and finally plastic laminate. 
 

Surface Hardness 
Quartz is hardest followed by Granite- the difference 
between the surfaces will not affect longevity of a 
standard countertop. They are both very noisy 
countertops and will definitely break glassware, plates 
& hard plastic items dropped on them. 

 

Solid surface Acrylic:(Corian, Staron, Meganite) It is 
serviceable for a long, long time. Colour is throughout 
& doesn’t show wear. 

 

Plastic Laminate: Is fairly durable (a 6-10 year lifespan) 
The surface is a printed material under a clear layer, 
which eventually wears,& pattern & colour is affected.  
Curved shaped counters cannot have rounded edges. 
 

Scratch Resistance 
Quartz and Granite are the most scratch resistant. 
They will dull knives used to cut directly on them. 
 

Both Solid Plastic & Plastic Laminate cannot be cut 
directly on or surface will scratch visibly. 
Scratches can be buffed out of a Solid Plastic top. 
 

Colour Availability 
Granite is a natural material – colour & pattern varies 
piece-to-piece…Often with large differences in one 
piece. Colours are limited to neutrals. 
 

Quartz-is man made with natural materials- more 
variety than granite. More uniform solid colour is 
possible & more consistency in pieces than in an all 
natural material. 
 

Plastic laminate–has the most colour choice & unusual 
patterns…some that mimic various natural materials. 

 
Visibility of Seams 
The least visible seams are the solid surface plastic 
materials. A solvent is applied and the seams are 
melted and buffed during installation making them 
invisible. 
 

Profile Edges 
Countertop edges are built up with multiple layers of 
material & carved to create different profiles. 
The solid surfaces offer the best pricing & variety in 
edging with the most invisible edge layers. 
 
Stain Resistance 
Quartz and Solid Surfaces are the most stain resistant 
materials with sealed Granite close behind. 
 

Granite can be easily sealed … contrary to marketing 
by quartz companies –it can be done easily,& needs 
redone on average ,every few years, not yearly. 
 
Bleach & harsh chemicals can not be used on quartz 
or Granite- they do affect the surface. 
 

Marble and Limestone must be sealed yearly to be 
stain resistant. The sealers can be affected by acidic 
liquids- i.e. vinegar and alcohol. 
 

Plastic laminates are quite good in general, but the 
suede finishes are porous and stain more easily than 
the gloss type finish. 
Heat Resistance 
Hot pots should not be put down directly on any 
countertop.  
Solid Plastic & Laminates scorch with heat. 
 

All stones can suffer thermal shock through intense 
heat placed directly on them, which may create 
hairline cracks in the surface or cracks in the joints. 
 
I do not know of any supplier who tells me I can safely 
put a hot pot down directly on any type of countertop. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

By Sheila Doris 
 

 
Please forward our newsletter to anyone you think might enjoy 
it.  We will not share their email address with anyone else.  
 
We offer a design workbook that we invite you to play with. 
Download it for free @ s-i-design.ca. 
It is a fun visual quiz for you to discover what elements in an 
interior are most appealing to you, that help you to build your 
own unique style.                                Thank you for reading 

  


